
DÉTOX

Introduce yourself and give us a summary of your new series DÉTOX.

My name is Patrick Bilodeau, I am a producer for UGO Media, which produces the series
Détox.

Détox is a series of 6 episodes of 10 minutes, which tells the story of Zach, 17 years old,
who enters rehab after causing the overdose of his best friend. The center where he ends
up is not like the others: they use unusual and colorful impact techniques to treat young
people. Zach discovers a group of young people with various addictions, including the
electric Lea, with whom he falls dangerously in love.

PRESENTATION OF THE SERIES

What inspired you to create this series with your production company, how did this
project come about at UGO Media?

The project came to me in a funny way. The creator of the series, Nadia Paradis, won a
contest organized by UNIS, our broadcaster. Véronique Légaré, head of content at UNIS,
referred her to me because she saw similarities with our approach. She felt there was a
match, and she was right! I was immediately charmed by this powerful story, which deals
with an important subject and takes place in a singular universe.

Your series deals with addiction, rehabilitation and redemption, why explore these
themes?

The creator of the project, Nadia Paradis, worked in a center similar to the one featured in
the series. That's what inspired the series in the first place. But beyond that, we wanted to
show that addiction among young people is unfortunately a widespread phenomenon that
causes very serious problems in the development of young people and their families. We
want the series to make people talk about the subject and to raise awareness about the
situation. We want to create a bright series, full of hope.

How did the Bell Fund become involved in your project and how did its support help
you bring your series to a successful conclusion in development and production?



The Bell Fund has been a vital partner in the project. With their support in development, we
were able to assemble a team, develop the story and characters, write some of the scripts,
shoot a demo and begin casting the lead roles.

Your previous project, the series, Les Fleuristes, was also supported by the Bell Fund.
Can you tell us about your experience working with the Bell Fund and how it paved
the way for you to tell more stories like this?

The Bell Fund is an extremely important player in the field of digital series in Canada. The
Fund has been a pioneer in funding this type of content and has contributed to Canada's
recognition as a specialist in short-form series.

More broadly, the Fund has also been, and continues to be, a central contributor to the
development of new Canadian talent, who with its financial support are able to create
projects in a professional context.

On a personal level, The Florists is the first series I have produced, so it is an extremely
important step in my career. The first series is the most difficult to finance, since without
concrete experience in series production, it is difficult to convince partners to trust us and
invest in the project. We were lucky to have partners who believed in our team and in the
project, notably the Bell Fund, which was the main financial contributor. This experience
really helped me launch my career as a producer. This experience opened many doors for
me and facilitated the production of future projects for my company.


